Abstract-Given that the basic cuckoo search algorithm is vulnerable to local optimum and unsatisfactory calculation precision, chaotic operator (CO), employed as local algorism to optimize elitist individuals in the population, can effectively enhance the properties of cuckoo search (CS) algorithm. Tested by 15 benchmark high-dimensional functions, the experiment result indicates that chaotic cuckoo search (CCS) algorithm can increase the calculation precision and step up the convergent speed with improved robustness, which can be applied to other engineering optimization problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Swarm intelligence algorithm is an efficient method to solve the global optimization problems. It mainly includes particle swarm optimization (PSO) [1] , artificial immune (AI) [2] , genetic algorithm (GA) [3] , differential evolution (DE) [4] , invasive weed optimization (IWO) [5] and so on.
After having studied the reproductive behavior of cuckoos and flying properties of lévy, Yang from Cambridge University puts forward cuckoo search algorithm, the properties of which were tested by many functions [6] . It reveals that the algorithm exceeds particle swarm algorithm and genetic algorithm with more powerful global searching ability and solving ability of multi-objective problems, fewer selected parameter as well as better search path [7] . It has been widely used in scientific research and industry. Multi-objective cuckoo search algorithm is applied to solve engineering design optimization in Literature [8] and Jiles-Atherton vector hysteresis parameters estimation problem in Literature [9] respectively. Directed cuckoo search algorithm successfully deals with the sheet nesting problem in Literature [10] . Cuckoo search algorithm handles distributed generation allocation problem so as to reduce power consumption in Literature [11] and image segmentation problem in Literature [12] respectively.
Chaos is an essential characteristic of nonlinear system with a series of particular features such as randomness, ergodicity and regularity, the discovery of which has profound effects on scientific development [13] . As an effective mechanism to avoid being in local optimum, chaos has been introduced to evolutionary computation, providing a new research field and application method for it [14, 15] . Most researches involved, however, only replace the random sequence in mutation operator with the chaos sequence to indicate that chaotic mutation is an effective realization of mutation operator with real number code evolutionary algorithm . Although clear to understand, simple to implement and easy to adapt itself, these algorithms still have some problems as chaos is not made full use of, such as neglecting the regularity of chaos and little use of prior knowledge to improve the local search ability of the algorithm [16] .
In this paper, chaos optimization method is applied to make cuckoo search algorithm free from local optimum. It is discovered that rather than in a complicated mess, chaos enjoys fine internal structure. As a singular attractor, chaos attracts systematic movement and confines it to a specific range. Not following a particular orbit, particles of the system wander the chaotic area with freedom, so its future status is unpredictable. Even a slight difference of the original condition will cause immense change. Therefore, two aspects are being studied at present. First, chaos is not expected, and systematic movement is controlled to make chaos unlikely to appear. Second, chaos is regarded as something beneficial, which uses less energy to make greater benefits. Meanwhile, characterized with ergodicity, chaos movement is ergodic with its own regularity in a certain range. As is seen in Literature [17] and Literature [18] , using chaos variables to obtain optimization search can undoubtedly get rid of local optimum. A hybrid optimization algorithm is proposed in this paper by combining chaos optimization algorithm with cuckoo search algorithm, which can enhance the optimization efficiency by avoiding the disadvantage of all the statuses are ergodic.
The paper consists of five sections, the second describes the basic cuckoo search algorithm and chaos operator, the third gives the process of the chaotic cuckoo search algorithm, the fourth deals with the experimental results and analysis, and the last is the conclusion.
II. THE BASIC ALGORITHM

A. Cuckoo Search Algorithm 1) Reproductive behavior of cuckoos
According to entomologists' observation, some cuckoos breed their offspring by brood parasitism, the way certain birds lay eggs in other birds' nest and have them hatched and raised by other birds. Cuckoos are often alone. They seek hosts with similar hatching and breeding period, feeding habit and egg shape and color, mainly passerine birds. When the host is away from the nest, the cuckoo will quickly lay an egg in it, one every time. Mistaking the egg with its own because of the obscure impression, the host is then in charge of hatching it. The cuckoo always removes one or all the eggs of the host to force it to relay eggs. The newly-born cuckoo tends to push out the host's own baby bird so as to enjoy exclusive breeding.
2) Lévy flight Viswanathan and some other researchers proved that the albatross adopts the pattern of Lévy flight for foraging. By using satellite positioning system they discovered their flying intervals follow power-law distribution, explained their findings through the space distribution property of invariable food scale on the sea surface and published some symbolic papers [19] [20] [21] . After having researched the foraging path of bees [22] and drosophilas [23] , Reynolds discovered the appearing occurrence of the straight line portion in their flight path corresponds with scale-free inverse square of lévy distribution in that they both take on lévy flight properties. When the target positions are distributed randomly and sparsely, lévy flight is the ideal search strategy to M independent explorers [24] . In addition, lévy flight is found in creatures such as spider monkeys, gray seals and reindeer as well in human being's behavior [25, 26] . Lévy flight is a sort of random walk. The step size meets a heavy-tailed stable distribution. Short-distance exploration and occasional long-distance walk interphase in it. Lévy flight used in intelligent optimization algorithm can enlarge search area, increase population diversity and jump out of local optimal point easily [27] .
3) Features of the algorithm
Cuckoo algorithm is evolved form cuckoo's reproductive behavior and lévy flight mechanism. Cuckoos have special reproductive behavior in the nature. They lay eggs in the nest of other birds on which they rely to hatch the eggs. If the host bird spots the secret, severe collision will take place. If the host finds that the egg is not its own, it will remove the egg or rebuild a nest to breed its own offspring. Therefore, the cuckoo inevitably lays eggs the instant the host lays its own in the nest [28] . Once the cuckoo egg is kept in the nest, the host will hatch both the eggs at the same time. In addition, the cuckoo egg always enjoys the priority to be hatched. The newly-born cuckoo baby has an intuition to push out other birds' eggs, and in this way, it enjoys the exclusive breeding [29, 30] . Moreover, the flight of many animals and insects follow the flight properties [23] . Inspired by the two phenomena, Xin-She Yang as well as some other researchers present cuckoo search algorithm and make the following three ideal assumption, a) Each cuckoo lays only one egg in a certain nest at random.
b) The cuckoo egg in the host nest with high quality will be hatched and then reproduce cuckoos of the next generation. c) n standing for the number of the host nests used by the cuckoo is determined. The probability that the cuckoo egg is spotted by the host is pa∈ [0, 1] .
Given the three presumptions, the nest-seeking path and position updating formula can be expressed as , and lévy(λ) is the skipping path of the flight search at random. The distance and direction of the path is undetermined, and sometimes the skipping path lévy(λ) is considerably long. To make it applied in CS algorithm successfully, Literature [6] defines an adaptive amount α, which is a constant more than zero. The value of it varies, and generally, α=0.01.
Lévy distribution was put forward by French mathematician Lévy in the 1930s. It is believed that the relationship between the continuous skipping path of lévy flight and the time t follows lévy distribution. Many other scholars conduct research on it and try to explain randomly phenomenon in the nature with it, such as Brownian Movement and random walk. Yang obtained probability density function in the forms of power through simplified distribution function and Fourier transform,
Here, λ is the power coefficient. Formula 2 is a probability distribution with heavy tail. Although it describes the randomly wandering process of the cuckoo essentially, it fails to describe the distribution mathematically with simplicity and easy programming to realize the algorithm. Yang, therefore, adopted formula of lévy flight skipping path put forward by Mantegna in 1992 and realized the algorithm [31] .
In Formula 3, s is the lévy flight skipping path lévy(λ) . The relation between Parameter β and λ in Formula 2 is λ=1+β. The value of β is 0<β<2. Make β=1.5 [7] in CS algorithm. Parameter μ and ν are random numbers of normal distribution, following the normal distribution expressed in Formula 4. The value of corresponding Standard deviation of normal distribution σ μ and σ υ is reflected in formula 5.
Make Step=α×lévy(λ), and Step is the path in which the cuckoo starts form the old nest position by Formula 1. As lévy(λ) depends on the two normal distribution random number μ and ν, which can be various, passive and negative, the path length and direction of the cuckoo following lévy flight search mechanism varies randomly, which is apt to jump form one region to another, making the global optimization ability of CS algorithm extremely powerful. CS algorithm learns from the reproductive behavior of the cuckoo, defines the probability that the cuckoo egg will be spotted by the host as pa=0.25 [6] . The cuckoo egg with worse adaptive ability will be ruled out, while the one with better adaptation will be hatched, making the newly-born cuckoos consists of excellent individuals. Thus CS algorithm enjoys great contraction ability. In actual optimization problems, the position of the nest x ij stands for effective value space of all the variables, and the fitness of the nest represents the corresponding objective function when the value of the variable varies. Details of CS algorithm go to Literature [6] and [7] .
B. Chaos Operator
Chaos is a unique movement pattern of nonlinear system with particular features of sensitivity to the initial value, randomness and ergodicity. If the features are made full use of, the optimization solution of CS algorithm will be promoted.
Chaotic search generates by iteration chaos sequence through certain particular format. Extend the numerical range of the chaos variables to the value range of the optimization variables through the form of carrier wave.
The math procedure of chaotic search is as follows: 
Thus iteration sequence y n,d is obtained. In the formula,
The formula can generate many fields around the local optimal solution by iteration. Through the form of carrier wave, and according to Eq. (7), ' , , 
III. CHAOTIC CUCKOO SEARCH ALGORITHM Although chaotic search can avoid being caught in local minimum because of its ergodicity, pure chaotic search can obtain good solution only through huge iteration step numbers and it is sensitive to initial solution in particular. Therefore, a two-stage chaotic CS algorithm is put forward by combining CS algorithm with the above chaotic search, in which CS algorithm is used to lead global search and CO leads local search according to the result of CS algorithm. In order to maintain population diversity and strengthen the dispersion of the search, the algorithm keeps some superior individuals, dynamically contracts search range in view of the best position of the population, and replaces the worse nest position with the one generated in the contract region randomly. The steps of chaotic cuckoo search algorithm can be described as follows,
Step 1. The objective function is f (X), and X= (x 1 , …,
T . Initialize the population, generate randomly n initialized positions X i (i = 1, 2, …, n) , and set up parameters of the algorithm.
Step2. Compute the objective function of every bird nest, and record the current optimum solution.
Step 3. Maintain the optimal nest position of previous generation, and update other nest positions according to the position updating formula (1).
Step4. Compare the current bird nest position with that of the previous nest. If better, it is made to be the current optimal position.
Step 5. R stands for the possibility that the nest host will recognize the cuckoo egg. Compare it with probability P a . If R>P a , change the nest position randomly and obtain a set of new nest positions.
Step 6. Maintain 20% nest positions with the optimal properties in the population.
Step 7. Conduct CO search to the optimal nest position in the population, and update the new nest position.
Step 8. If the stopping criterion of the algorithm is met, output the optimal nest position, otherwise, continue the following steps.
Step 9. Contract search region according to formula (10) and (11) Step 11. Output the global optimal position.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES
A. Benchmark Functions
Fifteen widely used test functions are chosen from [32] , and the proposed algorithm in this paper, genetic algorithm (GA), differential evolution (DE), particle swarm optimization (PSO) and cuckoo search (CS) are executed for them. These functions are shown in the equations as follows.
Note that functions F1-F9 have many local minima so that they are challenging enough for performance evaluation. For example, F7 has n! local minima and both F8 and F9 have 2n local minima, where n=100. 
Where,
( ,5,100,4) 10 To facilitate the experiments, we used the g++ to program some cpp files for implementing the five algorithms on a personal computer with a 32-bit ubuntu 10.04 operating system, a 4GB of RAM, and a 3.10GHz-core(TM) i5-based processor.
B. Experimental Results and Discussion
The parameter setting of GA, PSO, DE, CS and CCS are as follows. The maximum generations and population size of the five algorithms are the same: the maximum generation G max =1000, population size N p =100. It can ensure the fairness of competition for each algorithm. For GA, the crossover rate c=0.95, the mutation factor m=0.1; for DE, the crossover rate CR=0.1, the mutation factor F=0.5; for PSO, constriction factor c 1 =1.49, c 2 =1.49, the maximum flying velocity of particles V min =-0.5, the minimum flying velocity of particles V max =0.5; the maximum inertia weight factor of population ω max =0.9, the minimum inertia weight factor of population ω min =0.4; for CS and CCS, discovery probability of alien egg p a =0.004, route length β=1.34. The experiment is divided into two parts, part 1 is for solving the 30 dimension functions. The experimental result is displayed from Table I to Table III . CCS is better than GA, DE, PSO and CS in terms of precision except for F5, for F5, the precision of DE is the highest. the standard deviation of CCS is smaller than the four methods except for F1, for F1, the standard deviation of DE is the smallest. It shows that the robustness of CCS is strong. The convergent speed is higher than the four methods except for F8, for F8, the convergence of DE is the highest. The second part is for solving the 100 dimension functions. The experimental result is displayed from Table IV to Table VI . CCS shows that its super performance in precision, robustness and convergence. CCS is the most precise algorithm among the five methods. CCS is smaller than GA, DE, PSO and CS in terms of standard deviation except for F2 and F7, for F2 and F7, CS and DE is the smallest respectively. The convergence of CCS is faster than the four methods except for F8 and F14, for F8 and F14, DE is the fastest in convergence. The comparisons of convergent curves of four algorithms (GA, DE, PSO, CCS) for solving the benchmarks of high dimensional functions from F1 to F15 are listed in Figure 1 . In subfigure F1, the convergence of DE is the fastest, but the fitness value deviates the theoretical optimum. The convergent curves of CCS for F2, F5, F9, F10 and F15 are rounded to the nearest the theoretical optimum. The convergent speeds of CCS for F3, F4, F6, F7, F11, F12, F13 and F14 are the fastest among the four algorithms. In subfigure F8, the convergent speed of DE is the fastest, the convergent speed of CCS is only faster than GA, the experimental results in the paper show that CCS has no advantage in convergence for F8. In subfigure F5, the fitness value of DE is the smallest. In Table I and Table V , the standard deviation of DE is the smallest and the robustness of DE is stronger than the other four methods for F1 and F7 respectively. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
Cuckoo search algorithm is a novel intelligence algorithm, it has been successfully applied to scientific research and industrial technology. A chaotic cuckoo search algorithm is presented in the paper, which is employed to solve the high-dimensional functions. 15 Benchmarks of high-dimensional functions are used to verify the performance of CCS. The simulation results show that CCS have competitive advantages over GA, DE, PSO and CS in terms of computation precision, robustness, convergent speed.
Many real-world optimization problems involve a high dimension function of decision variables. For example, in shape optimization, a large number of shape design variables are often used to represent complex shapes, such as turbine blades, aircraft wings, and heat exchangers, etc. CCS can be applied to solve this kind of problems.
